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Abstract 

In TRECVID 2021, we participated in all two types of Instance Search (INS) task, i.e., 

automatic way and interactive way. In automatic instance search, a two-stage approach of similarity 

calculation and re-ranking was applied. In our approach, action and person were recognized by deep 

neural networks separately, followed by score fusion for instance search. In action-specific 

recognition, it consisted of four modules, i.e., frame-level action recognition, video-level action 

recognition, object detection and facial expression recognition. In person-specific recognition, face 

detection, feature extraction and top N query expansion strategy were adopted. In instance score 

fusion, a re-ranking strategy was applied based on their recognition information, and then the 

recognition scores of person and action were merged for retrieval. In interactive instance search, the 

interactive query expansion strategy was conducted to refine the results from automatic search. 

1. Overview 
In TRECVID 2021[1], we participated in all two types of Instance Search (INS) task, namely 

automatic way and interactive way. 8 runs were submitted in total, i.e., 6 automatic runs and 2 

interactive runs. The final official evaluation results in the Main task and Progress task are shown 

in Table 1. Table 2 presents a brief description of the symbols used in Table 1. The overall framework 

of our approach is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Overall framework of our approach. 
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In our submitted runs, the notation “A” indicates the provided video examples were not used, 

while “E” indicates the opposite. The notation “M” and “P” denote the Main task and the Progress 

task respectively. “Run2” comprises all the components utilized in the automatic instance search 

task, i.e., frame-level and video-level action recognition, object detection, facial expression 

recognition, deep face recognition and top N query expansion strategy. “Run1” excludes the top N 

query expansion strategy. And “Run3” denotes our interactive runs with human feedback. 

Table 1: Results of our submitted 8 runs on Instance Search task of TRECVID 2021. 

Task Type ID MAP Brief description 

Main 
Automatic 

PKU_WICT_RUN2_ME 0.211 A+O+E+F+T 

PKU_WICT_RUN2_MA 0.200 A+O+E+F+T 

PKU_WICT_RUN1_ME 0.192 A+O+E+F 

PKU_WICT_RUN1_MA 0.183 A+O+E+F 

Interactive PKU_WICT_RUN3_M 0.269 A+O+E+F+T+H 

Progress 
Automatic 

PKU_WICT_RUN2_PE 0.209 A+O+E+F+T 

PKU_WICT_RUN2_PA 0.201 A+O+E+F+T 

Interactive PKU_WICT_RUN3_P 0.270 A+O+E+F+T+H 

Table 2: Description of our approach. 

Abbreviation Description 

A Frame-level and Video-level Action Recognition 

O Object detection 

E Facial Expression Recognition 

F Deep Face recognition 

T Top N Query Expansion Strategy 

H Human Feedback 

2. Our approach 

2.1 Action-specific Recognition 

There are 14 kinds of actions involved in both main and progress tasks, including “sit on couch”, 

“holding cloth”, “open door enter”, etc. These actions are in various scenes and appearances, 

bringing great challenges for their recognition. The challenges are summarized as follows: (1) Some 

action categories are too similar to be distinguished. For example, the actions “holding glass” and 

“drinking” may both contain the content that people hold glass cups, which are easy to be confused. 

To distinguish them, the details whether people take the cups close to their mouth and drink the 

water should be captured. (2) Many non-action videos present similar content to action videos, 

which disturb the action recognition. For example, “holding paper” refers to the action that people 
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“hold” papers with their hands, while there are many videos where people place their hands on the 

paper, and these videos confuse the recognition model. (3) In addition, the provided training data is 

insufficient where there are only 4~6 video clips provided for each action category. However, the 

deep learning based methods need a large amount of training data. 

Multiple methods for addressing the above challenges were designed and their ensemble results 

were adopted as the final action recognition. These methods included frame-level action recognition, 

video-level action recognition, object detection and facial expression recognition. For the training 

data problem, on the one hand, data from existing public datasets was collected for action 

recognition. On the other hand, images from the Internet were crawled to extend the training data.  

Multiple methods were finally integrated to boost the action recognition performance, where 

prediction scores of a shot were fused as the final prediction score ActScore. 

2.1.1 Frame-level Action Recognition 

The frames extracted from the video describe the appearance of the action at a certain moment, 

which can be used to classify the actions without obvious motion, such as “sit on couch”, “holding 

phone”, etc. First, images from web and existing public datasets were collected to construct the 

training data. Then the image classification model SENet[2] was trained to predict the action score 

for each video frame. Finally, the frame-wise prediction scores in each video shot were merged to 

obtain the recognition result of the corresponding video. 

(1) Training Data Collection 

Training data was collected in two ways. First, images from the Internet were crawled. Since 

NIST officially provided detailed text definitions of the action categories, several keywords were 

selected for each category and searched the related web images via popular web search engines, 

including Baidu1 and Bing2. Second, video frames of relevant datasets were exploited. Existing 

datasets, such as Kinetics-400[3], share several similar action categories with the INS task. So, 

frames extracted from Kinetics-400 videos were used to form the training data. 

(2) Model Training and Predicting 

For the challenge that some actions presented similar contents, fine-grained image 

classification technique was adopted for frame-level action recognition. Fine-grained image 

classification methods[4][5][6] can distinguish the fine-grained subcategories of the coarse-grained 

category, which can capture the discriminative details of images. Specifically, SENet was adopted 

as the frame-level action recognition model. 

The recognition model was trained in a progressive way. A base SENet model was first trained 

with the collected web images and extracted video frames. Then the base model was utilized to 

predict the action categories for the video frames of INS database. According to the prediction scores, 

                                                              
1 https://image.baidu.com 
2 https://cn.bing.com 
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frames with the top prediction scores were selected to extend the training data. Then the augmented 

training data was used to train the SENet model. The progressive training strategy gradually 

increased the number of training data, and made the training data distribution close to the INS 

database, which helped improving the recognition accuracy. The final well-trained SENet model 

was used to predict the classification score for each frame, and the maximal score of the frames in 

each shot was adopted to predict the shot category.   

2.1.2 Video-level Action Recognition 

Some actions are difficult to be distinguished with frame-level recognition because these 

actions depend on temporal and spatial changes, such as “open door enter” and “close door without 

leaving”. To effectively model the temporal and spatial information at the video level, the STNet[7], 

Non-local Network[8], 3D ResNets[9] and Video Swin Transformer[10] were adopted. For collecting 

sufficient training data, two video action recognition datasets of Kinetics-700[11] and Moments in 

Time[12] were merged. 

(1) Training Data Collection 

There are only 4-6 video clips for each category in the official data. It is hard to train and fit 

the model effectively only with the small amount of data. We investigated the existing public 

datasets for action recognition, checking the correlation between the action categories in the public 

datasets and those of the INS task. In the end, the Kinetics-700 and Moments in Time datasets were 

selected to expand the training data. Specifically, Kinetics-700 dataset contains 650,000 video clips 

and 700 human action categories, which can cover 11 relevant categories in the INS task. Moments 

in Time dataset includes 1 million labeled 3-second videos and 338 action categories, which can 

cover 12 relevant categories in the INS task. Tables 3 and 4 present the correspondences between 

action categories in INS task and the above two datasets, respectively. The data of the categories in 

the right columns was token as the training data.  

(2) Model Training and Predicting 

STNet, Non-local Network, 3D ResNets and Video Swin Transformer were adopted for the 

video-level action recognition. STNet exploits 2D and 3D convolutions to capture the local and 

global spatio-temporal information. Non-local network embeds non-local blocks in deep networks, 

which can capture long-range dependencies in the video. 3D ResNets is a deep convolutional neural 

network with spatial-temporal three-dimensional (3D) kernels with ResNet[13] as the backbone. 

Compared to 2D CNN, 3D ResNet adopts 3D convolutional layers to extract spatio-temporal 

information in videos. Video Swin Transformer uses the Vision Transformer[14] as the backbone and 

introduces the inductive bias of locality, which exploits the correlations among the pixels. Four 

models were trained on the merged dataset (Kinetics-700 and Moments in Time) and used them to 

classify all the video shots in INS database. Finally, the results obtained by the four models were 

combined to achieve better recognition results. 
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Table 3:  Relations of categories between INS task and Kinetics-700. 

Categories in INS task Categories in Kinetics-700 

holding phone texting, look at phone 

drinking drinking shots, pouring beer, tasting beer, tasting 

wine, pouring wine, 

laughing laughing 

holding paper reading newspaper, shredding paper, making paper 

aeroplanes, folding napkins, folding paper, reading 

book, ripping paper 

holding cloth ironing, doing laundry, crocheting, hand washing 

clothes, sewing, folding clothes 

kissing kissing 

open door enter opening door, entering church 

shouting Throwing tantrum, arguing, crying 

hugging hugging not baby 

closing door wo leaving closing door 

holding glass opening wine bottle, pouring wine, breaking glass, 

opening bottle not wine 

Table 4: Relations of categories between INS task and Moments in Time. 

Categories in INS task Categories in Moments in Time 

sit on couch sitting 

holding phone telephoning 

drinking drinking 

laughing laughing 

holding paper reading 

kissing kissing 

open door enter/leave opening 

shouting shouting 

hugging hugging 

closing door wo leaving closing 

carrying bag carrying 

2.1.3 Object Detection 

Although actions can be directly recognized by frame-level and video-level action recognition 

models, some unrelated videos are recalled at the same time. Some false positive videos do not 

contain the objects involved in the actions. Therefore, object detection methods were employed to 
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remove them. Table 5 presents the actions in INS task which involve objects. Related object 

categories were found in external object datasets, including MS-COCO[15], Visual Genome[16], and 

Object365[17]. MS-COCO includes 80 object categories, such as “bottle”, “couch”, etc. Visual 

Genome includes 33877 object categories, such as “door”, “book”, etc. Object365 includes 365 

object categories, such as “sofa”, “paper towel”, etc. All of them are widely-used benchmarks for 

object detection. 

Mask RCNN[18] and SENet-based Cascade RCNN[19] models were used to perform object 

detection, where the two Mask RCNN models were trained on MS-COCO and Visual Genome 

datasets, and SENet-based Cascade RCNN was trained on Object365 dataset. Object detection 

scores for each frame were obtained, then the maximal frame score was regarded as the detection 

score of the corresponding shot. 

Table 5: Relations between actions and objects. 

Actions in INS task Objects in external datasets External dataset 

sit on couch couch 

MS-COCO holding phone cell phone 

drinking bottle, wine glass, cup 

go up/down stairs stairs 

Visual Genome 

holding paper newspaper, book, papers, envelope 

open door enter 

door, gate, door knob, door 

handle, garage door 

open door leave 

stand talk door 

close door wo leaving 

sit on couch sofa 

Object365 

holding phone cellphone, telephone, head phone 

drinking bottle, cup, glasses, wine glass 

holding paper 
book, towel/napkin, paper towel, 

tissue, notepaper 

carrying bag handbag, backpack 

2.1.4 Facial Expression Recognition 

Similar to the last year, facial expression recognition method was also used to help action 

recognition. Facial expression recognition is the task of identifying the expressions of human, such 

as anger and happiness. In INS task, the action “shouting” is hugely connected to human facial 

expression “angry”. 

(1) Training Data Collecting 

Data from both widely-used datasets and search engines was gathered to form the training data. 
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Concretely, data was collected from two datasets, CK+[20] and FER2013[21], which were dedicated 

to facial expression recognition. Meanwhile, to obtain more training data, an image crawler was 

employed to the image search engines, Baidu and Bing, with related keywords. Face detection 

model MTCNN[22] was utilized subsequently to crop human faces from the above images for 

constructing the training dataset. 

(2) Model Training and Predicting 

The VGGNet[23] model with 19 layers was chosen here as the facial expression recognition. 

The VGGNet model was fine-tuned with the aforementioned training data. During the predicting 

stage, human faces was first detected from video frames, and then took the cropped face images as 

input of the trained VGGNet model. Similarly, the maximal score of the frames in a shot was 

regarded as the final prediction score of the shot. 

2.2 Person Identification 

First, faces of person query examples were detected, filtered out abnormal “bad” faces and 

supplemented “good” faces with high detection confidence. Then, deep neural networks were 

utilized to extract features from query faces and shot faces, which were used to identify person. 

Besides, the top N query expansion strategy was adopted to enhance the query feature for specific 

person. Finally, the right person was retrieved based on the extracted face features and similarity 

calculation. 

2.2.1 Face Detection 

The pre-trained MTCNN[22] was used to detect faces of query person examples and shot key 

frames. Due to the camera angel or light intensity, sometimes faces are detected with bad quality, 

which were called “bad” faces. For getting better feature representation of specific person, “bad” 

faces were filtered out and “good” faces were replicated with high detection confidence as 

supplementation. By this means, the features of the query person faces were enhanced to facilitate 

the following person retrieval performance. 

2.2.2 Person Retrieval 

FaceNet model[24] was adopted to extract face features, which was pre-trained on the 

VGGFace2 dataset[25]. Based on the extracted face features, the similarity was calculated between 

query person examples and the gallery shot frames via cosine distance. The largest similarity 

between the shot i and person j was denoted PerScoreij. In this way, the preliminary rank list for 

specific person was obtained. 

2.2.3 Top N Query Expansion strategy 

Relevant auxiliary information from the gallery shot frames was explored to boost the feature. 

The top N query expansion strategy was adopted. Based on the initial query features, the rank list 

of shots was obtained. Then, the mean feature of the top N nearest faces was adopted as the new 

query feature, which contained more discriminative information for specific person. The updated 
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query feature was closer to the real representation, which could improve the retrieval performance. 

After some rounds, the query feature became more robust. Then the similarity calculation was 

conducted to get the final person identification results.  

2.3 Instance Score Fusion 
In this section, the fusion strategies in re-ranking stage was introduced to fuse the prediction 

scores of action and person. 

The first strategy is to search person based on candidate action shots. The candidate action 

shots were re-ranked according to the score s1, which is defined as follows:  

s1=μ·PerScore 1  

where μ is the reward parameter, and PerScore is the prediction score mentioned in Section 2.2. 

The shots not in top M action-specific results were dropped by setting μ=0, otherwise μ=1.  

The second strategy is to search specific action based on candidate person shots. Similar to the 

previous step, the candidate shots with persons were re-ranked according to the score s2 as follows: 

s2=μ·ActScore 2  

where μ is the parameter, and ActScore is the prediction score mentioned in Section 2.1. The 

shots not in top N person-specific were dropped by setting μ=0, otherwise μ=1. Finally, the fusion 

score of a shot would be calculated as: 

sf=ω(αs1+βs2) 3  

where α and β are weight parameters, and ω is a bonus parameter. We set ω>1, if the shot 

simultaneously existed in the top N action-specific results and top-M person-specific results, 

otherwise ω=1. Finally, fusion scores by preserving information of both action-specific recognition 

and person-specific recognition were obtained. 

A time sequence based re-ranking strategy was proposed to refine the results, which can utilize 

the continuity of videos to adjust the scores of each shot based on adjacent frames information. 

Concretely, our approach recalculated the score of each shot by its neighbor shots’ scores as follows: 

sf
(i)=θ sf

(i+k)+(1-θ)sf
(i)

-T<k<T
 4  

where sf
(i) denotes the score of i-th shot, T defines the range of the adjacent frames, and θ is a 

parameter to adjust the prediction score. 

3. Interactive Search 
The strategy for interactive search was based on RUN2_ME/ RUN2_PE and adopted the top 

N (N>1000) results as the candidate shots. First, the user returns the positive or negative labels for 

each topic’s top-ranked results. Next, the positive samples (10 samples for each topic) were adopted 

to expand queries and compute the prediction scores of the other candidate shots. Finally, the scores 

based on expanded and original queries were fused to re-rank the candidate shots, where the negative 

samples were discarded.  
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4. Conclusion 
Through the INS task in TRECVID 2021, we concluded that: (1) How to combine the 

recognition results of person and action is very important. (2) The approach has to distinguish the 

owner of the action in this year. (3) Human feedback can significantly boost the accuracy of INS 

task. 
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